One of the factors claimed to impact on executive functions in bilinguals is code-switching. New insights into how exactly codeswitching affects executive functions can be obtained if attention is paid to the kind of code-switching bilinguals engage in, and not just the frequency of code-switching. This raises the question how codeswitching habits can be assessed in experimental research. This study presents two ecologically valid, yet efficient, methods of assessing code-switching habits: a frequency judgement task based on authentic stimuli, and a bilingual email production task. The two tasks converged in revealing differences in Dense code-switching in two groups of German-English bilinguals. Moreover, the frequency judgement task predicted code-switching frequency in the ecologically more valid email production task. Importantly, both tasks revealed code-switching patterns that explained group differences observed in executive performance. The bilinguals engaging in frequent Dense codeswitching excelled at the aspect of executive functions (conflictmonitoring) predicted to be related to code-switching based on existing processing models. Hence, both methods are recommended for use as code-switching measurements in bilingualism research.
1.

Introduction
Bilingualism has been shown to modulate executive functions and the cause of this has been argued to be bilinguals' constant use of cognitive control to monitor language selection (Bialystok, Craik, & Luk, 2012) . However, bilingual advantages at executive control are not undisputed as some studies have failed to replicate previous findings (Paap & Greenberg, 2013) . At the same time, there currently appears to be relative consensus that a closer inspection of bilinguals' sociolinguistic practices may provide insights into the complex relationship between bilingualism and executive functions (Bak, 2016) .
In a field that is largely quantitative and experimental in nature, this is easier said than done. It raises the question of how sociolinguistic habits can be adequately measured in experimental settings outside of bilinguals' social context and speech community.
Methods used to capture sociolinguistic habits in experimental research must be both ecologically valid and efficient enough for use with large sample sizes. This paper discusses two novel methods of assessing sociolinguistic habits in bilingualism research: frequency judgement tasks, and emails produced by bilinguals in the "bilingual mode" (Soares & Grosjean, 1984) .
The paper focuses on the measurement of a sociolinguistic variable that has been suggested to modulate executive functions (i.e., code-switching (Costa, Hernandez, Costa-Faidella, & Sebastian-Galles, 2009; Green & Li Wei, 2014) ). Code-switching is defined as the mixing of languages for structural and socio-pragmatic optimization purposes (Bhatt & Bolonyai, 2011) . Different types of code-switching have been suggested to modulate executive functions differentially (Green & Li Wei, 2014) . However, in the literature on executive functions little attention has been paid to the different types of codeswitching bilinguals engage in. The current study investigated how bilinguals' code-switching practices can be measured, which is a prerequisite for understanding the impact of engaging in different code-switching types on executive functions.
Code-switching typically occurs in informal situations involving high degrees of interlocutor familiarity (Gardner-Chloros, 2009 ). Hence, the ecologically most valid method of assessing codeswitching practices is the recording and transcription of informal conversational data. However, this method is highly time-consuming and labour-intensive, and thus not efficient enough for use with large sample sizes. It is therefore necessary to develop techniques for eliciting informal speech or frequency judgements of it in experimental settings.
Although Gullberg, Indefrey and Muysken (2009) have shown that it is possible to assess code-switching experimentally, most studies investigating code-switching and executive functions to date have relied on questionnaires asking bilinguals to self-report their general code-switching frequency (Rodriguez-Fornells, Kraemer, LorenzoSelva, Festman, & Muente, 2012; Soveri, Rodriguez-Fornells, & Laine, 2011; Verreyt, Woumans, Vandelanotte, Szmalec, & Duyck, 2016) . In some studies, bilinguals are also asked to differentiate between inter-and intra-sentential code-switching using questionnaires (Hartanto & Yang, 2016) . These studies have contributed to bilingualism research by revealing significant correlations between code-switching and executive functions, but there is considerable divergence in findings.
Whilst some studies find code-switching to correlate positively with task-switching abilities (Soveri et al., 2011) , other studies find correlations with inhibitory performance (Hartanto & Yang, 2016; Rodriguez-Fornells et al., 2012; Verreyt et al., 2016) . It is possible that an investigation into different types of code-switching may explain these inconsistencies. Moreover, the existing studies rely exclusively on self-reports to measure code-switching. However, self-reported and actual behaviour often diverge and there are several reasons for assuming that this is the case when measuring code-switching.
Firstly, it has been observed that self-reports are less reliable for measuring "complex behaviour" (Zell & Krizan, 2014) . Codeswitching can certainly be regarded as complex behaviour involving challenging cognitive processes, so self-reports need to be taken with some reservations. Secondly, asking participants to report their codeswitching behaviour presupposes high levels of metalinguistic awareness, particularly when it comes to teasing apart the usage of different code-switching types, e.g. by differentiating between interand intra-sentential code-switching (Hartanto & Yang, 2016) .
Moreover, some code-switching may happen without conscious awareness. As awareness is a requirement for self-reporting behaviour, it is therefore unlikely that bilinguals can provide a reliable testimony of their code-switching. Even in the case of conscious code-switching, a reliable self-report depends on participants' ability to remember past behaviour. Hence, it is questionable whether bilinguals can reliably differentiate, recall and report whether and how frequently they codeswitch.
Importantly, code-switching is a highly stigmatised bilingual practice in many cultures (Gardner-Chloros, 2009; Poplack, 1980) . Given participants' tendency to provide socially desirable responses in questionnaires (Dewaele & Li Wei, 2014) , code-switching self-reports are likely to be confounded by attitudinal aspects. Attitudes towards inter-sentential code-switching are more positive than attitudes towards intra-sentential code-switching, for instance. These negative attitudes towards intra-sentential code-switching even confounded early codeswitching research, which claimed that bilinguals switch languages "according to appropriate changes in the speech situation (interlocutors, topic, etc.), but […] not within a single sentence" (Weinreich, 1963:73) .
Clearly, these claims have now been proven wrong as sociolinguistic corpora reveal that intra-sentential code-switching amongst bilinguals is commonplace (Muysken, 2000) . The existence of negative attitudes towards intra-sentential code-switching increases the likelihood of bilinguals scoring their inter-sentential code-switching frequency more highly than their intra-sentential code-switching. The differential effects of inter-sentential and intra-sentential codeswitching on executive control observed by Hartanto & Yang (2016) thus need to be interpreted with that limitation in mind. To address the above-mentioned issues, research into code-switching and executive functions should move towards the use of ecologically valid direct methods of assessing code-switching.
A further weakness of existing code-switching questionnaires is that they only investigate code-switching frequency in general, differentiating between intra-and inter-sentential code-switching at best. However, a simple distinction between intra-and inter-sentential code-switching does not capture the variety of code-switching patterns found across different language combinations and bilingual communities. Muysken's (2000) review of sociolinguistic corpora revealed that there is great variation within intra-sentential codeswitching, identifying three re-occurring patterns: (1) Alternation of structurally independent stretches of languages, (2) Insertion of lexical items from the non-matrix language into the grammatical framework of the matrix language, and (3) Congruent Lexicalisation or Dense code switching involving convergence between lexis and grammar of both languages. Table 1 shows German-English examples of the three codeswitching types. The fourth sentence illustrates the high degree of simultaneous co-activation of both languages in Dense code-switching.
The English idiomatic expression "to make friends" is transferred into German. At the same time, English lexical items are re-inserted into the sentence. The two languages are so interwoven that it is impossible to identify a clear switch point (Alternation) or a matrix language (Insertion). Hence, Dense code-switching involves the constant monitoring of co-activated languages.
Table 1. German-English code-switching examples
For bilingualism research, it is crucial to differentiate between these code-switching types because they differ in the amount and type of executive control recruited (Green & Li Wei, 2014 (Hofweber, Marinis, & Treffers-Daller, 2016) . Hence, Dense code-switching differs from Insertion and Alternation because it challenges cognitive processes involved in the micro-management of co-activated languages (Green & Li Wei, 2014) .
It is predicted that the co-activation of competing linguistic structures during Dense code-switching involves, and thus trains, conflictmonitoring skills.
To summarize, findings about the relationship between codeswitching and executive functions have been inconsistent, which may be due to a lack of systematic control for the quality of bilinguals' code-switching. As qualitatively different types of code-switching modulate executive functions differentially (Green & Li Wei, 2014) , a more fine-grained assessment of code-switching is needed. Moreover, previous studies have relied on measuring code-switching frequency using questionnaires, which are suitable for measuring attitudes towards code-switching (Dewaele & Li Wei, 2014) , but lack ecological validity when it comes to measuring behaviour. Hence, it is necessary to develop measures of code-switching that are efficient, but ecologically valid and intuitive enough to assess bilinguals' preference for different code-switching types.
This paper presents a detailed review of two code-switching measurements that fulfil the criterion of efficiency, and are more ecologically valid than a mere self-report: a frequency judgement task using utterances from authentic sociolinguistic corpora, and a bilingual email production task. The two techniques were developed to measure code-switching in a recent study investigating the relationship between
Dense code-switching and executive functions in two groups of German-English bilinguals (Hofweber et al., 2016) . The present paper presents additional data from the Hofweber et al. (2016) study.
In the original study, code-switching was measured using only a frequency judgement task, whilst this paper presents additional findings from a bilingual email production task. The instructions and stimuli of both tasks were carefully drafted to reduce confounds arising from the bilinguals' attitudes towards code-switching, and to minimize the need to possess high levels of meta-linguistic awareness to provide frequency ratings. Bilingual emails have the potential to generate data that taps into bilinguals' intuitive language production, without involving the time-consuming recording and transcription of real-time speech data. Thus, they represent a novel and efficient way of assessing code-switching habits. Frequency judgement tasks are a wellestablished method of measuring sociolinguistic habits (Backus, 2015) .
They are nevertheless based on self-reports, whilst the email task generates freely produced language data. In the current study, the email task was therefore assumed to have greater ecological validity and used as the benchmark of the comparison. If both tasks are valid measures of code-switching habits, then the results were predicted to converge.
A lack of such convergence would be interpreted as a lack in validity of the less authentic judgement task. The emergence of code-switching patterns depends on bilinguals' sociolinguistic environment (Muysken, 2000) . To be able to compare two groups of German-English bilinguals differing in Dense code-switching frequency, we identified two Hence, the 5th genera tion bilinguals were predicted to engage in more Dense code-switching than the 1 st generation bilinguals.
Bilinguals' executive functions were assessed in a flanker task presenting conditions that challenged conflict-monitoring to a greater or lesser degree (Costa et al., 2009) . The bilinguals that engaged in Dense code-switching more frequently were predicted to outperform the other group in the flanker task challenging conflict-monitoring.
To summarize, this paper discusses whether bilingual emails and frequency judgement tasks based on authentic stimuli are valid methods of assessing code-switching. If so, the use of these methods could be extended to measuring other sociolinguistic practices, facilitating their use as independent variables in experimental research.
The study design was guided by the following research questions:
Research Question 1: Do the code-switching frequency measures from the judgement task and the bilingual emails converge when it comes to assessing group differences in code-switching patterns?
Prediction 1: If both tasks are equally good measures of codeswitching, they should reveal similar code-switching patterns in the group comparison. It is predicted that the 5 th generation bilinguals will engage in more Dense code-switching than the 1 st generation bilinguals.
Research question 2: Does the frequency judgement task predict actual code-switching production in the bilingual email task?
Prediction 2: If the frequency judgement task is an ecologically valid task of assessing bilinguals' code-switching habits, then it should predict production variance in the ecologically more valid bilingual email task.
Research question 3: How well do the two tasks explain the pattern observed in the executive functions task?
Prediction 3: Frequent Dense code-switchers (5 th generation bilinguals)
were predicted to outperform infrequent Dense code-switchers (1 st generation bilinguals) in the flanker task challenging conflictmonitoring. If both measures of code-switching reveal that group differences observed at conflict-monitoring map onto group differences in code-switching in line with predictions, then this speaks for the robustness of the code-switching measures.
Method
Participants
All participants shared the same German-English language combination, so there were no confounds from differences in typological distance between languages.
Group 1: 5 th generation heritage speakers of German in South Africa (N = 11). German was their first language. Exposure to English began after the age of 6. These bilinguals lived in communities with longstanding multilingual traditions and spoke at least one additional local language, e.g., Afrikaans, Zulu, Setswana.
Group 2: 1 st generation German immigrants in the UK (N = 11).
German was their first language. English was the second language acquired after the age of 8. All bilinguals spoke additional schooltaught languages.
Although the sample size was small, theadvantage of this was that participants in the two groups could be carefully matched for a range of non-linguistic (Table 2 ) and linguistic variables ( Table 3 ) that modulate executive functions.
Table 2. Non-linguistic control variables
As can be seen from Table 2 , the groups did not differ in Age, Education (indicator of SES) or cognitive abilities. Non-verbal IQ was measured using Raven's Standard Progressive Matrices (Raven, Raven, & Court, 1998) . Short term memory (SM) and working memory (WM) were measured using Wechsler's (1997) digit span, administered in English (SME, WME) and German (SMG, WMG) language separately. (Franke, 2008) .
The high levels of proficiency are further explained by the fact that all participants were using German in their workplace. The Germanspeakers in South-Africa migrated primarily from Northern parts of Germany, so South-African German can be classified as Northern
German variety with some minor contact-induced modifications limited mainly to vocabulary (Franke, 2008) .
Tasks
All online tasks were created using Psychopy 1.81 and presented on a 13-inch-screen laptop.
Frequency judgment task
Frequency judgement tasks have been argued to be representative of cognitive embedding, indicating language use (Backus, 2015) . The frequency ratings in judgement tasks require less metalinguistic awareness than those in questionnaires because participants rate concrete example sentences, rather than abstract judgements about their language-switching behaviour. In this study, participants were visually and auditorily presented with 56 utterances containing 14 code-switches of each type: 1) Insertion English into German, 2)
Insertion German into English, 3) Alternation, and 4) Dense codeswitching. To increase the validity of the task, the stimuli were taken from existing German-English code-switching corpora (Clyne, 2003; Eppler, 2005) . The sentences were matched for number of words (M = 8) and syllable length (M = 14). Insertional code-switches were also matched regarding the syntactic function of the inserted element, so that the number of inserted subjects, verbs and objects was identical for both directions of Insertion.
The code-switches were presented in pseudo-randomized order to avoid priming participants into a code-switching mode. To induce an informal language mode, evoking the contexts in which code-switching occurs, the participants were instructed to imagine that they were having an informal conversation with a German-English bilingual friend. They were asked to rate the frequency with which they would encounter "utterances similar to the stimuli" on a scale from 1 = "never" to 7 = "all the time". We asked about "frequency" because the term "acceptability" would introduce an unintended attitudinal element and would lead participants to refer to norms that are prevalent in a monolingual mode rather than in a bilingual mode (Onar Valk & Backus, 2013) .
Moreover, we did not ask participants to report their own behaviour, but to simply state whether they "encountered" these types of sentences in informal conversations. This was done to reduce the attitudinal aspect even further, assuming bilinguals would be less likely to distance themselves from behaviour in their speech community than from their own behaviour. This approach was introduced by Onar Valk (2014) who successfully used it to measure the conventionality of Turkish grammatical patterns among Dutch-Turkish bilinguals.
Evidence for the validity of the task will be sought through a comparison with the bilingual email task (see section 2.2.2) for which participants produced emails containing code-switching. Future research could investigate the impact of different wordings for the instructions in frequency judgement tasks.
The bilingual emails
To tap into free language production, a discourse completion task (DCT) asking participants to compose a bilingual email was administered to participants. In DCTs participants are asked to respond to a given text in written format. DCTs are an economical way of collecting language output from large numbers of participants (Sweeney & Hua, 2012) . However, due to their written format, they have been criticized for not being fully representative of authentic language use. As the email is a written form of communication, this limitation applies to a lesser extent to this study.
Nevertheless, the written format represents a limitation because code-switching predominantly occurs in informal contexts involving spontaneous online processing (Gardner-Chloros, 2009). Written language on the other hand is typically associated with a high degree of formality and controlled processing. However, there are forms of communication that combine the formal characteristics of written language with the spontaneity and informal character of spoken registers (Koch & Oesterreicher, 2007) . Its relative informality suggests that the email is such a hybrid medium (Crystal, 2006) . Email communication is therefore assumed to be an informal context encouraging code-switching. Hence, the email DCT was deemed to be indicative of participants' code-switching habits in real speech. At least, it was assumed that participants' code-switching frequency in emails would provide a conservative estimate of their code-switching in real speech because speech will generally be less formal, thus generating more frequent and more Dense code-switching.
It would be an oversimplification to state that all email communication is equally informal. There are differences in register, depending on a variety of factors, such as the relationship between the interlocutors: an email written to a work colleague will be more formal than an email written to a friend. To induce an informal mode mimicking the contexts in which code-switching occurs, participants were instructed to write an email to another German-English bilingual
friend telling them what they had done at the weekend and suggesting going to the cinema together. The instructions themselves contained some code-switching, naturally generating a bilingual mode.
Instead of drafting an email on the given topic, participants could also provide an authentic email they had written prior to taking part in the study. Indeed, most participants opted for providing authentic emails, thus increasing the ecological validity of the collected response emails. In addition to being instances of authentic language production, the advantage of the real emails is that the observer's paradox effect (Labov, 1972 ) is minimal as these emails had been written prior to bilinguals' participation in the study. Participants may nevertheless have selected the emails specifically for this study, which means that their selection may not have guided by the frequency of code-switching. However, this project focused on the relative frequency of code-switching types rather than on overall codeswitching frequency. Even if participants had provided emails containing an above-average amount of code-switches, the distribution of code-switches will still be representative from the point of view of assessing the relative frequency of different code-switching types.
Flanker task
Executive performance was measured using the flanker task. of special interest to the current study as it was predicted to be enhanced by frequent Dense code-switching.
Results
Group differences in code-switching
As the two groups differed in AoO of English, this variable was entered as a co-variate in the following analyses. 
Frequency judgment task
Email production task
Code-switches occurring in the email production task were classified using a method developed by Deuchar, Muysken & Wang (2008) . The aim of this approach is to quantify the classification of code-switching.
Each code-switching instance is assessed using a catalogue of criteria (Appendix 1). For each criterion, each code-switch is given either a neutral score of 0, a negative score of -1 or a positive score of +1.
These individual scores are added up and the code-switching type receiving the highest score is taken to be the predominant pattern of a given code-switching instance.
For instance, a +1 score for Insertion is given if a matrix language can be identified, or if the inserted item is a content word that is not peripheral in the sentence structure (i.e., a complement rather than an adjunct). Scores of -1 are given when a criterion strongly confutes the presence of a code-switching pattern. Flagging of the switch point through commas or speech pauses is for instance associated with a -1 score for Dense code-switching because it clearly marks the switch point, indicating an Alternational pattern. If a criterion is not applicable, the 0 score applies. Many code-switches in naturally occurring data bear characteristics of more than one codeswitching type. It is therefore often impossible to unambiguously allocate code-switches exclusively to one category. This approach considers the fluidity of bilingual speech phenomena by locating each code-switching instance on a continuum for each code-switching type.
The bilingual emails generated 617 words in the 5 th generation bilinguals and 631words in 1 st generation bilinguals. There were 54
instances of code-switching in the 5 th generation bilingual group and 47 in the 1 st generation bilingual group. Appendix 2 provides example emails from each group. It is noteworthy that 52 of the 53 instances of
Insertions were based on a German matrix language. Hence, there was a strong preference for using German as the base language. As the number of English matrix language Insertions was negligible, the two types of Insertion were combined into one category. Table 4 shows the proportions of the different code-switching types in the two groups.
Table 4. Proportion of code-switching types in the email production task by group
Based on Muysken's (2000) observation that Dense code-switching occurs predominantly in communities with long-standing bilingual traditions, it had been predicted that the 5 th generation bilinguals would use more Dense code-switching than the 1 st generation bilinguals.
Hence, an interaction between location and Dense code-switching frequency had been predicted. Indeed, a Chi-square test confirmed a marginally significant interaction (Chi-square (1, 100) = 3.87, p = 0.05). 5 th generation bilinguals Densely code-switched more than twice as frequently as 1 st generation bilinguals. Regression analyses were conducted to investigate the explanatory value of the judgement task when predicting actual code-switching in the email data. To increase the sample size, the data sets from the two groups were combined. The frequency judgement task ratings for each code-switching type were used as predictors in an exploratory stepwise regression. The frequencies of the different code-switching types occurring in the emails were used as outcome variables. Three separate analyses were conducted for each code-switching type as the outcome variable. The case-wise diagnostics did not identify any outliers. suggest that the frequency ratings from the judgement task predicted bilinguals' use of Dense code-switching in the email production task.
Regression analyses
Executive performance in the flanker task
This section presents the key findings of the original Hofweber et al. 
Discussion
This paper contributes to the development of ecologically valid, yet efficient, methods of assessing sociolinguistic habits in bilingualism research. It compared two novel tasks assessing code-switching: a frequency judgement task based on authentic stimuli, and an email production task. The tasks were administered to two groups of German-English bilinguals who were predicted to differ in Dense code-switching frequency. Convergence of the two tasks was taken as evidence for their ecological validity. The results of the two tasks are also discussed in relation to a group comparison of executive performance.
Results from the email production task converged with results from the frequency judgement task both in the regression analyses and in the group comparison. Firstly, results from the judgement task explained a considerable proportion of variance in the frequency of Dense code-switches occurring in the production data. Secondly, both tasks confirmed the predicted greater preference for Dense codeswitching amongst the 5th generation bilinguals, compared to the 1st generation bilinguals. In view of the converging evidence, the results from the free production task support the ecological validity of the more experimental frequency judgement task.
The two tasks also converged in showing that the preferred matrix language in Insertional code-switching was German in the sociolinguistic circumstances investigated by this study. Hence, there was no evidence of a matrix language turnover (Myers-Scotton, 1996) , as described for other German heritage language settings (Fuller, 1996a) . This confirms Franke's (2008) observation that the German heritage language in South-Africa is preserved to a high degree.
However, these observed convergence needs to be considered with an important limitation in mind. The crucial group difference at Dense code-switching was only marginally significant. Hence, the two tasks only converged in revealing a trend. Nevertheless, these marginal results are relevant for three reasons. Firstly, it is likely that the relationships would have been significant if the sample size had been greater. Secondly, the 0.05 p-value criterion represents an arbitrary cutoff point and there is a growing (and we believe justified) tendency in psychological research to conceive of the reliability of findings as a scalar concept, rather than a dichotomy (Pritschet, Powell, & Horne, 2016) . Thirdly, this paper is primarily concerned with investigating task convergence and the two tasks did converge in revealing identical trends, although these trends were only marginally reliable.
The predictions for the differential code-switching patterns in the two groups were derived from Muysken's (2000) observations, which in turn were based on authentic sociolinguistic corpora. It was predicted that the 5 th generation bilinguals would engage in more Dense code-switching than the recent bilinguals because Dense codeswitching is a language practice that typically emerges in communities with long-standing bilingual traditions. This prediction was confirmed by both the judgement task and the bilingual email production task.
The alignment of the task results with Muysken's (2000) empirically grounded framework suggests that both tasks represent assessment methods with a high level of ecological validity.
Importantly, the results from the executive function task corresponded with the group differences revealed by both the email production task and the frequency judgement task. Existing models of code-switching suggest that Dense code-switching will recruit executive functions involved in the management of co-activated languages and competing linguistic items and structures (Green & Li Wei, 2014) . It is likely that Dense code-switching therefore trains bilinguals' conflict-monitoring skills. Indeed, the re-analysis of the Hofweber et al. (2016) results confirmed that the group engaging in more Dense code-switching showed enhanced performance in the high-monitoring condition of the flanker task. The group differences at Dense code-switching were revealed by both the email production task and the frequency judgement task. Hence, both tasks were well-suited for explaining the observed group differences at executive functions.
A potential concern surrounding the email production task was whether production in a written medium would be representative of language practices in the spoken modality. The instructions of the judgement task asked participants to indicate their frequency of using the stimulus utterances in spoken conversations and the stimuli were presented in an auditory format, whilst the email production task only focused on written communication. Despite this difference in modality between the two tasks, the tasks converged in revealing the crucial group difference in Dense code-switching.
Even though oral and written forms of communication may differ, for instance in sentence length, leading to different codeswitching choices, the two tasks in this study revealed similar codeswitching patterns, regardless of the modality. This suggests that codeswitching in emails is to some extent representative of code-switching in speech. This observation may be extended to other digitally produced language data obtainable without time-consuming transcription, such as chats, blogging or forum discussions. These data sources create new avenues for assessing bilinguals' sociolinguistic habits in an economical fashion.
To summarize, this study suggests that both the frequency judgement task using authentic utterances from corpora and the bilingual email production task are suitable methods of assessing bilinguals' code-switching habits. However, several limitations apply.
Firstly, the data set was small, so only limited generalisations can be made. Secondly, we did not have a benchmark of actual bilingual speech data, which would be necessary to fully assess the ecological validity of the two tasks. Thirdly, and possibly due to the small data set, the group differences at code-switching were only marginally significant.
Future research should investigate additional methods of eliciting production data, such as sentence repetition (Marinis, 2010) .
Indeed, Gullberg et al. (2009) argue that important new insights into code-switching can be obtained through such experimental techniques.
A future large-scale study that assesses the validity of a range of tasks and task instructions by systematically comparing quasi-authentic data to a corpus of authentic speech data from the same participants could pave the way for considering sociolinguistic practices more frequently as independent variables in bilingualism research.
5.
Conclusion
This study presented two novel and efficient methods of assessing code-switching practices in bilingualism research: a frequency judgement task and a bilingual email production task. The two tasks converged in describing similar and differential code-switching patterns in two groups of bilinguals with different sociolinguistic backgrounds. Moreover, the two tasks assessing code-switching provided useful data for explaining an observed group difference at executive functions. The use of similar tasks to assess sociolinguistic practices as independent variables in bilingualism research is therefore recommended.
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